Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia
Penny Black Products Used: 30-398 Purr-Fectly Sweet, 30-400 Hearts
Aplenty, 51-294 Heartlets, 51-290 Lots Of Love
Additional Products: Yellow cardstock, kraft cardstock, white cardstock, Prima Marketing pattern
papers (The Tales You And Me), 300gsm watercolor papers, Zig markers (Cats: Mustard, Oatmeal, Beige, Mid Brown,
Warm Gray 2, Mid Gray, Pale Dawn Gray; Roses: Mid Green, Pale Rose, Carmine Red ), green flower lace, beige lace,
yellow heart-shaped doily, green and white round doilies, Wink Of Stella brush pen (White), 2 large flat back pearl,
clear sequins, Versafine inkpad (Onyx Black), foam tape, scissor and Tombow glue

Instructions:

Stamp cats (Holding Heart Banner and Cat Sitting On High Chair) from Hearts Aplenty stamp set
and 6 rose images from the Purr-Fectly Sweet stamp set onto watercolor cardstock. Color with
Zig markers (as listed above) and fussy cut the images.
Layer a 5.35” x 5.35” flower pattern paper onto a 5.5” x 5.5" yellow card base.
Layer a 4.6” x 4.6” flower pattern paper onto a 4.75” x 4.75” kraft cardstock. Adhere this piece
onto the center of the card.
Add the yellow heart-shaped doily onto the card followed by the green doily and the white doily.
Layer a 5.45” x 1.25” flower pattern paper onto a 5.6” x 1.4" kraft cardstock. Adhere the beige lace
along the long edge of the piece (from the back). Adhere this piece over the lower half of the
white doily.
Add Cat Sitting On High Chair image onto the left of the card and overlap the Cat Holding Heart
Banner image using foam tape.
Cut and overlap 3 sets of the sentiment “Lots of Love” from the dies set. Add the sentiment
beside the cat images followed by the 6 roses (as shown in the photo).
Cut 2 heart shapes from Heartlets dies set and add one each to the top right and bottom corner
of the card. Add the green flower lace (with a flat-back pearl) onto the other corners.
Color the pink hearts and roses with the white brush pen and finish with clear sequins (as shown
in photo).

